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Cris is report ing for  chi ldren

Dear colleagues/readers,

How am I supposed to explain this to my child? It’s a question many parents ask themselves 

when something bad happens in the world, or even in their own neighbourhood. Terrorist 

attacks and other disasters get a lot of attention in the news, so children are likely to be 

aware of them.

Children’s news outlets are also constantly thinking about the right way to explain 

such disasters to children. Our priority is always to provide young boys and girls with 

objective, unbiased information, and to allay their fears by explaining things to them.

From our conversations with children, we know they have a lot of questions about events 

in the news. How could someone do something so horrible? How do we make sure 

it doesn’t happen again? That’s why, in this Whitepaper, we have given children the 

chance to be heard. They’ve told us what concerns them when there’s a terrorist attack, 

and they also want to know why people often talk about migrants in this context.

In the following articles, some professionals give their views on why it’s important to 

consider children when reporting on crises. After the children have had their say, we 

also hear from a media researcher, the head of children’s news service logo!, and a 

journalist for a French weekly children’s newspaper.

WHY WE MUST CONSIDER CHILDREN 
WHEN REPORTING ON CRISES 

Best regards

Ira Kugel

Head of dpa News for Kids
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How children respond to terrorist attacks
By Silke Katenkamp

Silke Katenkamp, editor of dpa’s children’s service, asked some schoolchildren from Berlin what comes into their heads when 
they hear about a terrorist attack. The children also revealed what they had heard about migrants in this context.

NEO, 11
“When there’s been an attack, I think it’s important to find out more. 

If all you hear is that there’s been an attack and people have died, 

some children find that hard to deal with. I think it’s better when you 

can read more about it in a children’s newspaper – you can see that 

the attackers have been caught or read advice on how to deal with it.“

LISA, 11
“I think it’s important to learn about events so that 

you can join in when people are talking about them 

and so you know what they are talking about.“ 

CHARLOTTE, 9
“When there’s been an attack, I always feel a bit scared that 

something like that could happen near me and I don’t like going 

home on my own. I want to know more and find out whether the 

attackers have been caught or not. I don’t feel so scared if I know 

the attackers have been caught.“



JOSEPHINE, 11

„When something happens I want to know more about it, 
because itÊs important to know about attacks and find out about 
the attackers. I also think itÊs nice when you always hear about 
people remembering the victims and laying down flowers and 

candles.„

„Of course some people who come here will want to commit crimes, but 
a lot of them are just looking for safety and for help. I donÊt think itÊs right that 

people should suspect them of planning to carry out some kind of attack when all 
they want is to be able to live here safely.„

TOBIAS, 9
“I think it’s important to know what the attackers look like. It could be 

really important because you might see them somewhere.“

THEA, 11
“I get frightened that it’s going to happen again, and for about two 

days I always prefer to be somewhere I know I am safe.“

FINN, 11
“It’s not a nice feeling when you hear that something bad like an attack 

has happened, especially if you don’t know whether people you know 

were affected. I feel better once I know that none of my friends or 

relatives have died.“

5
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‘Children want to be informed about the world 
they live in’
By Maya Götz 

Media educationalist Maya Götz has conducted scientific studies with children and explains how crisis reporting affects them - 

and her tip is to give simple and clear explanations.

CHILDREN GET IT!

When it comes to major events such as catastrophes, 

accidents, terrorist attacks and wars, children get 

it. Whether in the morning, on the way to school, in 

newspapers or casually on TV and radio, they see the 

pictures and hear that there is something happening. 

Already at the age of six, children have heard about the 

war in Syria* and the fact that many refugees have come 

to Germany, and 10-year-olds know about the struggle 

for a functioning refugee policy**. To avoid these topics is 

not only unrealistic, but also problematic for the children 

themselves. As children learn about these events, it is 

very difficult for them to understand individual aspects of 

the story. This produces anxiety and leads to prejudices. 

Nicola, a 10-year-old, has seen „any news for adults“ 

and now knows that „in somewhere like Spain, a refugee 

fired a gun and then he and his friends murdered many 

at a concert.“ This confusion of individual strands of 

information is very typical for children. Reported events 

(in this case, the Paris attacks) are thrown together 

and become subsumed within an over-riding theme 

(here refugees). The result: She is now afraid that 

refugees arriving in her home country will bring with 

them terrorist attacks.

*Manuel, 6, says for example: “So on TV we have seen [...] that people destroy many houses and kill people.“ 
**Bence, 10, from Bavaria tackles the subject of refugees immediately: “And now the poiticians, or in any case Seehofer, want to make a border. I do not like it so 
much.“ 

This picture is painted by a child. Its title is “No time for Teddy“, Source: IZI
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Dr. phil. Maya Götz has been a scientific editor at the Internationale Zentralinstitut für 

Jugend- und Bildungsfernsehen (IZI) at Bavarian Radio, Munich, and has been its director 

since 2003. Since 2006, she has also directed the PRIX JEUNESSE INTERNATIONAL, the 

internationally renowned festival and network for children‘s television worldwide. Her main 

field of research is in the field of „children / youth and television“. She also works and publishes 

on the subject of gender-specific reception research.

WHAT CHILDREN ARE LOOKING FOR

WHAT CHILDREN NEED

Children have a lot of questions and want them 

answered, in a clear and simple way. A few specific tips:

Avoid technical terms. Describe, or explain.

Children do not (yet) know most of the terms. In this 

respect, it is necessary, where possible, to describe 

terms in the words of the child, or, if they are unavoidable 

concepts, to explain them in simple words. If they do not 

understand individual words, they will stop reading.

In sentence construction, the simpler the better. 

8-year-olds have just learned to read. If they do not 

understand the sentences, they will not read the texts 

voluntarily.

Break complex ideas into simple ones.

The more complicated the facts, the more important it 

is to break down the basic building blocks and their 

connections by looking at the bigger picture. 

Build up the content logically. 

Children build their world visions from individual, 

interdependent facts. Accordingly, it is important 

to delineate individual facts and to allow logical 

interrelationships. Not too much at once. 

If content for children is new, they will only pick up a few 

facts. The working memory can only contain three to five 

elements at the same time. Thumb rule: Limit the content 

to a maximum of three lines of argument.

Children like to hear the voices of those affected; they 

want to get to know each other in a personalized way 

and understand their history. They are particularly 

interested in the visions and experiences of other 

children and their everyday world. Typical areas that 

they want to learn more about are usually the things 

that children know and like from their own everyday 

life: family, eating, sleeping, leisure, school. In principle, 

children want to know how they can contribute and help.

Children protect themselves from difficult content, 

words and sentences, and especially from emotionally 

unpleasant pictures and stories. Even images of lighter 

injuries and blood trigger in many children feelings 

of angst, which lead to avoid the topic (and media 

reporting). If someone’s fate is portrayed in a very 

dramatic manner, and it ends with a happy ending, they 

may stay with it for the time being, but from now on they 

will avoid the rubric, the program or the entire medium 

for a long time. Children want to learn and develop. 

Anxiety and emotional exertion prevents them from 

doing so. They are looking for the principle of hope and 

need the assurance that a medium does not force them 

into feelings that they can not cope with at the moment.  

Children are looking for orientation and assume that 

the media supplies them with this. Responsible media 

builders avoid misinformation and do not have to stick 

to stereotypes and clichés. They open up perspectives 

for sociable, sustainable action and an open encounter 

with the world.

Children want to be informed, to get involved and to 

understand their world. They should be provided with 

news coverage in order to do just that. For this reason, 

it is imperative to always ask for the prior knowledge 

of the target group and to know their preconceptions, 

dominant stereotypes and knowledge gaps, in order to 

then expand them deliberately and to elucidate various 

arguments and perspectives of the world. Ultimately, we 

lay the foundations for a social attitude with which the 

children will shape their society in the future.

 

WHAT CHILDREN AVOID  
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ÂNo subject is out of boundsÊ
By Ira Kugel

Markus Mörchen, head of ZDF children’s news service logo!, describes in an interview how cartoon characters can be helpful 
in the depiction of crises. He also reveals where his team draws the line when it comes to reporting on the subject of terrorism.

MARKUS, YOU’VE BEEN IN CHARGE 

AT „LOGO!“ FOR MORE THAN TEN 

YEARS. HOW HAS YOUR REPORTING 

ON WARS, TERRORISM AND OTHER 

DISASTERS CHANGED DURING THAT 

TIME? 

Generally speaking, our approach has not changed 

much – logo! was founded more than 25 years ago 

with a very clear concept that remains equally relevant 

today: to report global events in such a way that children 

can understand them and make sense of them. So logo! 

has always reported on wars and terrorism. But what 

has changed is that the subject of terrorism concerns 

us more directly now, and therefore also our children. 

Over the past two to three years, it has become an 

increasingly real part of children’s lives.

DO CHILDREN ASK  MANY  QUESTIONS 

ABOUT TERRORIST ATTACKS? ARE THEY 

ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THEM?

Of course! When children become aware that a 

subject affects their everyday life, they will always ask 

questions. With the recent wave of terrorist attacks 

in Europe, after the attacks on France, children were 

writing to us directly and asking, could that also happen 

to us? In Germany, in my town? What does this all have 

to do with us? Is it because of the migrants, like some 

people are saying? What are the police doing to stop 

terrorism? Children ask very direct questions. They want 

to understand. The other thing that arouses children’s 

interest is when other children are involved, for example 

in the Syria conflict. They notice that a lot of children 

are being affected and bad things are happening to 

“Children are less afraid of the characters than the actual news stories.“, Source: ZDF/ZDF tivi
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them. That makes them want to help, and to encourage 

others to help. So they will also write to us and make 

suggestions for how we could help, or ask how they 

themselves can help.

AS A  CHILDREN’S  BROADCASTER,  WHAT 

ARE THE SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

YOU HAVE TO TAKE WHEN REPORTING 

ON TERRORIST ATTACKS AND OTHER 

DISASTERS?

One of logo!’s most important principles is that there 

is no subject we cannot report on. When we see that 

something is a big story and will have implications for 

children, it is our job to report on it and explain it. We 

are convinced that the more we explain a complex 

subject, the less frightened children will be. Another of 

our central principles is to report events in a very clear, 

factual and comprehensive way. That means children 

can learn as much as possible about a subject, but of 

course without becoming frightened by it.

THAT LEADS US TO VISUALS. HOW 

DO YOU CHOOSE WHICH IMAGES TO 

SHOW?

The visual element is the biggest challenge for us, 

because it has the biggest impact. We have to remember 

that images are so powerful that they can be the main 

thing that shapes children’s perceptions. That’s why our 

biggest focus is on visuals – we make sure we only use 

images that are unambiguous, and we only use images 

that children will not find shocking.

IS THERE ANYTHING YOU WILL 

DEFINITELY NOT SHOW?

There are lots of things we will definitely not show. 

We don’t use images of dead people. We don’t use 

images of injured people. We don’t use images that are 

ambiguous – that could give rise to false associations. 

For example, if we are reporting on an attack and you 

can see a puddle of water on the ground, some people 

might think it is a pool of blood. You also have to ask 

the question, where have these images come from? 

We often avoid reporting the details of conflicts, so we 

don’t show how people are suffering – only details of 

the destruction. Often, we will not ask ourselves what 

exactly has happened, but rather why it has happened. 

For children, it’s more important to learn about and 

understand the context.

Copyright: ZDF/ZDF tivi
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YOU ALSO USE ILLUSTRATED IMAGES 

FEATURING CARTOON CHARACTERS. 

WHAT ADVANTAGES DO THEY HAVE? 

The advantage of these so-called emoticons is that 

they help us to illustrate subjects that can’t be shown 

in pictures. Another advantage is that they can be 

objective. You can illustrate a conflict with soldiers, 

without having to show the horror of the situation, but so 

that it’s clear what is going on. Our studies have shown 

that children get on better with these kinds of images 

and feel less frightened than when they see real images 

in the news. The illustrations are also less distracting. 

They make an important contribution and are often the 

best way for us to tell a story.

DO THE ILLUSTRATIONS HAVE ANY 

DISADVANTAGES?

The more you simplify something, the more you risk 

deviating from the facts. There is a fine line between 

a clear, factual explanation and an over-simplification, 

where there might be one thing that you have not quite 

explained correctly. You can also easily run the risk of 

getting into clichés. 

DO YOU SOMETIMES COME UP 

AGAINST BARRIERS WHEN IT COMES 

TO EXPLAINING THE SUBJECT OF 

TERRORISM TO CHILDREN? 

Yes, usually when we don’t know exactly who or what 

is behind an attack. In that situation, clearly stating the 

facts is not going to help. Children will get confused 

and left behind. So we focus on the background to 

the story. A good example is the shooting in Munich, 

which initially looked like a big terrorist attack. That 

happened early in the evening, two hours before we 

were due on air. But we didn’t know exactly what was 

behind the attack: was there one attacker or several, 

and were they still on the run? We said to ourselves, 

we don’t want to send children to bed with a story that 

will only make them worry, because we can’t tell them 

anything concrete. All we could say was that something 

bad had happened, nothing more. The next day we ran 

a comprehensive report, with all the background: how 

did the police react? What happened to the attacker? 

We were able to show all of that.

Copyright: ZDF/ZDF tivi
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Markus Mörchen, head of ZDF children’s news service logo!, describes in an interview 

how cartoon characters can be helpful in the depiction of crises. He also reveals where his 

team draws the line when it comes to reporting on the subject of terrorism.

DO YOU EVER GET COMMENTS FROM 

ADULTS WHO SAY CHILDREN SHOULD 

NOT BE EXPOSED TO SUBJECTS LIKE 

WAR AND TERRORISM?

Yes, that happens. But of course it’s up to every adult 

to decide what’s best for their children. And we know 

from the many, many studies we have carried out that 

children will find out about these things anyway. You 

can’t hide important events from children. If nothing else, 

children can sense when their parents are worried, and 

they will become worried too. Children’s news outlets, 

whether it’s logo! or newspapers, can help parents to 

explain events to their children.

CHILDREN ALSO WANT TO HEAR 

GOOD NEWS. HOW DO YOU ADDRESS 

THIS NEED ON DAYS WHEN YOU ARE 

REPORTING ON A VIOLENT ATTACK?

The balance of subjects is extremely important. One 

of our ground rules is to always finish the programme 

on a positive note. We always have a joke about the 

weather at the end, which many children love. We try to 

keep most reports in the second half of the programme 

colourful and fun, and to make the children laugh. 

It’s important to remember that there are other things 

being reported in the world. And children should know 

that it’s OK to laugh – even when something bad has 

happened. 

Copyright: ZDF/ZDF tivi
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How the Journal des Enfants dealt with the 
terrorist attacks in France
By Caroline Gaertner 

Caroline Gaertner, a journalist for the Journal des Enfants, describes how the French weekly children’s newspaper handled 
reporting on recent terrorist attacks in the country. Her advice? Stick to the facts.

The Journal des Enfants (JDE) is the first weekly 

newspaper in France designed to explain what’s 

happening in the news to young people. Founded in 

1984, it is aimed at readers aged nine to 14, who 

receive a real paper copy in their letterbox each week. 

The JDE is also distributed in schools, and has readers 

in 80 countries around the world.

In the JDE, no subject is off limits – we cover everything. 

So when recent terrorist attacks took place in France, 

there was no shying away from them. The journal’s 

motto remained the same as every month: focus on the 

facts, explain, and respond to questions from children, 

as well as from adults who don’t know how to approach 

the subject. However, the editorial approach did have 

to evolve in the face of repeated attacks.

I. INITIAL SHOCK: THE CHARLIE HEBDO 

ATTACK

The attack on the offices of Charlie Hebdo happened 

on a Wednesday morning. After the first few hours and 

the initial shock, events unfolded very quickly. There 

was the hunt for the attackers, and then the hostage 

situation at the Hypercrasher supermarket.

Various events were taking place for different reasons, 

but together they formed a bigger picture. Our initial 

response was to wait. Our journal is weekly and 

published on Thursdays. The editorial cut-off day is 

Monday, so we had plenty of time to think about how 

we were going to treat the attacks.

However, as soon as the facts had been confirmed 

by official sources, we responded by posting stories 

on our website. These articles, which we posted very 

quickly, served a very important purpose. Because of 

the unusual nature of the attack, we knew we had to 

explain what had happened straight away. We also 

wanted to guard against the spread of rumours and 

false information. 

• Our editorial approach was decided very 

quickly: stick to the facts. Report them neutrally, 

in chronological order. We changed the order of 

the pages and dedicated the first six to the attack. 

However, we consciously decided to preserve the 

‘normal’ running order of the rest of the journal, 

because we wanted to show that life goes on. Our 

priority was to offer explanations and to respond 

to any questions children might have. Why did this 

happen? Why should the attackers be killed? Could 

I also be attacked? These were questions asked by 

our own children, and which we had exchanged 

with other parents, teachers and colleagues. We 

know from our own experience that these are the 

first questions children ask when something terrible 

happens. First and foremost, they want to know 

whether they are in any danger. We addressed the 

issue of the caricatures of Mohammad, explained 

what the job of a caricaturist involves and told them 

about Charlie Hebdo, to help them understand 

the context of the attack. Next, we explained 

the measures that had been taken to protect the 

country, and the support that had been expressed 

all over the world.

• It was clear from the beginning that our choice 

of words would be very important. We avoided 

words with violent connotations (massacre, 

bloodbath), and continued to take this approach 

as events unfolded. 
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 After a terrorist attack, photos in a children’s newspaper should not be too graphic. Source: JDE
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• We avoided taking any kind of stance. Some of 

our colleagues were using words like ‘madmen’ 

to describe the attackers. We thought that was 

a mistake and went against the principles of the 

children’s press: to inform in an objective way, 

without over-simplifying. Clear writing does not 

have to be simplistic writing. 

• When it came to choosing photos, we published a 

single photo on the front page: an image of a little 

girl smiling and holding a ‘Je suis Charlie’ placard. 

We altered our logo, which is usually a smiley 

face, to make it sad. None of the other photos we 

used showed anything frightening.

II. THE DRAMA INTENSIFIES: 

NOVEMBER 2015 ATTACKS 

The attacks happened on a Friday evening. Their 

impact was immediately staggering, especially the 

attack in the Bataclan concert hall. How were we going 

to explain it all again? And how could we convey the 

seriousness of the attacks?

The sense of déja vu, plus the sheer horror, prompted us 

once again to take a step back. We published the first 

story on our website on Saturday morning. It went on to 

become the most-read post in the website’s history and 

we were contacted by several external media outlets 

(AFP, France Info, etc).

We took the same approach as with Charlie: stick to the 

facts. The title itself is quite revealing: ‘Understanding 

what happened in Paris.’ From the start, we thought 

about which words were important for understanding 

the context of the attacks. These words were related 

to the attacks and to the wider issues associated with 

them: terrorism, Islam, Islamist, IS, etc. We provided 

definitions and facts, plus an unbiased chronological 

account of what had happened. We also explained 

why France had been targeted again and how it was 

being protected.

We were very careful about what we reported on the 

internet and stuck to facts that had been confirmed by 

the authorities. 

III. REPETITION: THE NICE TRUCK 
ATTACK

A third mass terrorist attack. Again. The first time, there was 

surprise. We had to explain why it had happened. The 

second time, we had to explain why it had happened again. 

This time, our editorial position had to change slightly. 

We were going to have to ask some uncomfortable questions.

Our presentation of the facts remained the same: in 

chronological order, avoiding the use of shocking words and 

photos. 

Copyright: JDE
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• In our editorial, we quoted the words of president 

François Hollande: ‘France is not finished with terrorism.’ 

We stated clearly that there was a risk of further attacks. 

But we also stressed that it was important not to stop 

living, because that was what the terrorists wanted.

• Our approach was more direct. Why have we not 

managed to prevent these attacks? Is there any way 

of stopping them? Do we have enough police officers? 

Why can’t all terrorists be arrested? Why do people 

become terrorists and commit such terrible crimes?

Over the course of the next month, the JDE returned to 

the attacks and their international context several times 

(26/11/15: Who is hiding behind the black flag of IS?; 

07/01/16: Charlie, one year on; 31/03/16: Attack in 

Belgium; 29/09/16: How is France fighting terrorism?).

The mission of the JDE is the same as it was 32 years ago: 

to explain the news in a simple way. Whether that news is 

light-hearted or dramatic, the editorial team aspires to treat it 

objectively and clearly.                                                          

Our readers are children, but also their teachers and parents. 

If the JDE were to fail in this mission, they would let us know 

about it. The dramatic events of recent months have shown us 

that we still have their trust.

Copyright: JDE
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Comment le Journal des Enfants a traité 
l’actualité en lien avec le terrorisme
by Caroline Geartner (Original article in French)

Le Journal des Enfants (JDE) est le premier hebdomadaire 

d’information créé en France pour expliquer l’actualité 

aux plus jeunes. Né en 1984, il s’adresse aux lecteurs 

de 9 à 14 ans, qui reçoivent, chaque semaine, un 

véritable journal papier dans leur boîte aux lettres. 

Le JDE est également utilisé dans les écoles et a des 

lecteurs dans 80 pays à travers le monde.

Le JDE n’a pas de sujet tabou, il parle de tout. Alors 

quand sont survenues les attaques terroristes, le sujet 

a été traité sans détour. Les maîtres mots sont restés les 

mêmes au fil des mois : s’en tenir aux faits, expliquer, 

répondre aux questions des enfants, mais aussi des 

adultes, qui ne savent pas comment en parler. Face à 

la répétition des attentats, l’approche éditoriale a dû 

évoluer.

I. L’ATTENTAT CONTRE LE CHARLIE 
HEBDO, LE CHOC

L’attaque contre le journal Charlie Hebdo s’est produite 

un mercredi matin. Passées les premières heures et le 

choc initial, les événements se sont enchaînés très vite. 

Il y a eu la traque des tueurs, puis la prise d’otages au 

supermarché Hypercasher.

Une somme d’événements aux raisons multiples, mais 

qui formaient un tout. Notre première réaction a été 

d’attendre. Notre journal est un hebdomadaire, dont 

la parution se fait le jeudi. Nous bouclons le lundi et 

avions donc plusieurs jours pour envisager la façon 

dont nous allions traiter ces attaques.

 Par contre, dès que les faits ont été certifiés par des 

communiqués officiels, nous avons réagi en postant des 

articles sur notre site Internet. Ces articles, rapidement 

relayés, ont connu une fréquentation très importante.

• L’approche éditoriale a été rapidement acquise: 

s’en tenir aux faits. Les exposer de façon neutre, 

chronologique. Nous bouleversons l’ordre des 

pages et consacrons les 6 premières à  l’attentat. 

Volontairement, nous conservons le reste du journal 

sous sa forme «normale», comme une volonté de voir 

la vie continuer. 

Notre priorité: donner des explications et répondre 

aux questions des enfants. Pourquoi cela s’est-il 

produit? Pourquoi tuer des dessinateurs? Est-ce que 

je peux aussi être attaqué? 

Nous avons rappelé l’affaire des caricatures de 

Mahomet, expliqué en quoi consiste le métier de 

caricaturiste, ce qu’était le journal Charlie Hebdo, 

pour donner aux enfants toutes les clés de cette 

affaire.

Ensuite, nous avons immédiatement exposé les 

mesures prises pour défendre le territoire, ainsi que 

l’immense soutien exprimé par le monde entier.

• Le choix des mots s’est avéré très important dès le 

début. Nous avons évité les mots contenant une 

certaine violence (tuerie, barbare, …). Une attitude 

que nous avons conservée au fil des événements. 

• Nous nous sommes interdit toute prise de position. 

Certains de nos confrères ont utilisé des mots comme 

« fous » pour désigner les auteurs des attaques. Cela 

nous a paru être une faute et une vision erronée de 

ce qu’est la mission de la presse jeunesse : informer 

de façon objective, sans céder à la facilité. Ecrire 

simple n’est pas écrire simpliste.

• Le choix des photos: nous ne publions qu’une photo 

à la une, le visage, tout de même souriant, d’une 

petite fille brandissant une pancarte « Je suis Charlie 

». Nous modifions notre logo, où le smiley devient 

triste. Le reste des photos ne montre jamais quoi que 

ce soit d’effrayant. 
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II. LES ATTENTATS DU 13 NOVEMBRE 
2015, L’AMPLEUR DU DRAME

Les attaques se produisent un vendredi soir. Leur 

ampleur est tout d’abord sidérante. Comment expliquer 

à nouveau cela? Et comment raconter l’ampleur de 

l’attaque?

La répétition et l’horreur sont deux facteurs qui nous ont 

imposé de prendre à nouveau du recul. Notre premier 

article est posté sur notre site le samedi matin. Ce sera 

le post le plus lu de l’histoire du site. De nombreux 

médias extérieurs nous contactent (AFP, France Info…). 

Nous conservons la même approche que pour Charlie 

: s’en tenir aux faits. 

Le titre en une est explicite « Comprendre ce qui s’est 

passé à Paris ».

Dès l’ouverture, nous rappelons les mots essentiels pour 

comprendre le contexte des attentats. Nous donnons 

des clés, et des faits. Une énumération chronologique 

et sobre.

Nous expliquons ensuite pourquoi la France est à 

nouveau visée et comment elle se protège.

Sur le web, nous restons très prudents dans les 

informations données, en nous basant sur les faits 

corroborés par les autorités. 

III- L’ATTENTAT DE NICE, LA RÉPÉTITION

Un 3e attentat de masse. Encore. La première fois, il y 

a eu la surprise. Il fallait expliquer pourquoi c’est arrivé. 

La seconde fois, il fallait expliquer pourquoi cela se 

produisait encore. Notre position à la rédaction a alors 

légèrement varié. Il ne suffisait plus d’expliquer, il fallait 

oser les questions qui dérangent. 

L’exposé des faits reste le même, de façon 

chronologique, avec des mots et des photos choisis 

pour ne pas choquer.

• Dans notre édito, nous citons les mots du président 

François Hollande : « La France n’en a pas terminé 

avec le terrorisme ». Nous disons clairement qu’il 

risque d’y avoir d’autres attentats. Mais qu’il ne 

faut pas pour autant cesser de vivre, car c’est ce 

que les terroristes espèrent.

• Notre approche se fait ensuite plus directe : 

pourquoi on n’arrive pas à éviter les attentats? Peut-

on les empêcher d’agir? Y-a-t-il assez de policiers  

Pourquoi n’arrête-t-on pas tous les terroristes? 

Pourquoi les gens deviennent des terroristes et 

commettent des actes aussi graves?

Copyright: JDE
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BIOGRAPHY

Caroline Gaertner is a journalist for the Journal des Enfants, a French weekly newspaper 

aimed at children aged nine to 14. The publication also has a website, www.jde.fr. Gaertner 

has been working at the Journal des Enfants for 11 years. She specialises in international news 

and is often responsible for handling sensitive topics.

Au fil des mois, le JDE revient à plusieurs reprises sur les 

attaques, le contexte international, à travers articles et 

dossier (26.11.16 : Qui se cache derrière le drapeau 

noir de Daech ? 07.01.16 : Charlie, un an après / 

31.3.16 : attaque en Belgique / 29.9.16 : Comment la 

France lutte contre le terrorisme?). 

La mission d’information du JDE est la même depuis 32 

ans: expliquer l’actualité simplement. Que l’actualité 

soit légère ou dramatique, la rédaction s’applique à 

la traiter de façon objective et compréhensible. Nos 

lecteurs sont des enfants, mais aussi leurs professeurs 

et leurs parents. Si le JDE manquait à cette mission, leur 

sanction serait immédiate.

Les événements dramatiques de ces derniers mois nous 

ont prouvé qu’ils nous gardent toute leur confiance.
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